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Mahabharata

2013

the foreboding age of kali approaches a troubled dynasty hovers on the brink of destruction celestials warriors demons and mystics struggle for control of the
earth an epic story that has endured for millennia mahabharata reflects the passions and longings of the human spirit

The Mahabharata Quest

2014

334 b c alexander the great begins his conquest of the persian empire but his plans for everlasting glory do not end there and the young kind marches towards the ends
of the earth the lands of the indus on a secret quest it will lead him to an ancient secret it will lead him to an ancient secret concealed in the myths of the
mahabharata a secret that is powerful enough to transform him into a god present day in greece the ancient tomb of a queen is discovered a tomb that has been an
enigma for over 2000 years

Quest for Justice

2017-04-24

quest for justice is based upon a collection of lectures on various themes and episodes from the mahabharata paralleling the magnetic oral style of the epic itself
the book transmits these ancient narratives in an appealing highly accessible and engaging contemporary voice

The Mahabharata Secret

2013-10-28

244 bc asoka the great discovers an ancient and terrible secret a secret buried deep in the mahabharata a secret that could destroy the world a secret hidden away
for over 2300 years present day a retired nuclear scientist is murdered he leaves only e mails with clues for his nephew he and his friends follow a trail through
ciphers and 2000 year old ruins pursued by powerful dark forces caught between the secrets of the past and the intrigues of the present can they unravel the
mystery before an unspeakable horror is unleashed on the world christopher c doyle graduated from st stephens college delhi with a degree in economics and studied
business management at iim calcutta since childhood his literary mentors have been jules verne hg wells isaac asimov robert heinlein jrr tolkein robert jordan and terry
brooks christopher has written articles on management and business for several publications and is regularly invited to speak at conferences he worked with leading
multinationals before setting up a strategic consultancy in india in partnership with a us based firm he is also a certified executive coach and works with senior
executives to help them achieve better results in the workplace work aside christopher is a musician and lives his passion for music through his band called mid life
crisis which plays classic rock he lives in gurgaon with his wife daughter and two dogs the mahabharata secret is his debut novel usp an iim graduate turned author
christopher c doyle is in the same league as chetan bhagat and amish tripathi mahabharata secret blends mythology and history with modern science and cutting edge
technology a page turner with hi octane suspense and intrigue readership all fiction lovers thriller junkies history buffs corporate yuppies educational institutes



libraries and general trade readers

The Secret of the Druids

2016

5 b c and 54 b c julius caesar invades britain twice only to leave empty handed a d 60 the romans single mindedly target the extermination of the druids and the
destruction of their sacred sites what fear drives them to do so present day who were the druids were they priests or astronomers scientists or sorcerers what is
the ancient and terrifying secret from the mahabharata that links the megalithic sites of britain to the druids julius caesar and a mysterious queen who lived 4 000
years ago these are the riddles that vijay singh and the task force must answer if they are to save the world from a fate worse than death but time is running out
explore the science behind the mahabharata in this explosive thriller packed with action puzzles and mysteries from the past publisher description

K�mpilya, Quest for a Mah�bh�rata City

1998-12-31

the research findings of archaeological and socio ethnological nature studying geomorphological environmental influence on historical settlements explore the
possible identity of drupad kila complex near kampil village with kampilya city of mahabharata fame

The Indian Art of War

2002

the mahabharata is the primary source book of indian military thought and tradition it is truly an index of civilisational development and constitutes the indian
weltanschuung over two millenniums ago it outlined an attrition oriented indian paradigm of war that was primarily centred on a pure force on force regime the indian
armies of that period had evolved from the two basic arms of the early vedic period to a highly sophisticated four arms structure comprising chariots elephants
cavalry and infanty the mahabharta mentions vyuhas or battle arrays and battle drills that coordinated the actions of these four variable speed manoeuver
masses on the battlefield the prime aim was destruction and annihilation of the enemy through systematic attrition suprprisingly this vyuhas methodology has great
relevance for the modern mechanized forces which need to synergies the actions of all arms teams in the form of combat groups and teams

Genre Fiction of New India

2016-09-01

this book investigates fiction in english written within and published from india since 2000 in the genre of mythology inspired fiction in doing so it introduces the term
bharati fantasy this volume is anchored in notions of the weird and thus some time is spent understanding this term linguistically historically wyrd as well as
philosophically and most significantly socio culturally because reception is a key theme to this book s thesis the book studies the interface of science hinduism and
itihasa a term often translated as history within mythology inspired fiction in english from india and these are specifically examined through the lens of two



overarching interests reader reception and the genre of weird fiction the book considers indian and non indian receptions to the body of mythology inspired fiction
highlighting how english fiction from india has moved away from being identified as the traditional indian postcolonial text furthermore the book reveals broader
findings in relation to identity and indianness and india s post millennial society s interest in portraying and projecting ideas of india through its ancient cultures epic
narratives and cultural hindu figures

The Mahabharata

2006-07-20

the mahabharata is the more recent of india s two great epics and by far the longer first composed by the maharishi vyasa in verse it has come down the centuries in
the timeless oral tradition of guru and sishya profoundly influencing the history culture and art of not only the indian subcontinent but most of south east asia at
100 000 couplets it is seven times as long as the iliad and the odyssey combined far and away the greatest recorded epic known to man the mahabharata is the very
book of life in its variety majesty and also in its violence and tragedy it has been said that nothing exists that cannot be found within the pages of this awesome
legend the epic describes a great war of some 5000 years ago and the events that led to it the war on kurukshetra sees ten million warriors slain brings the dwapara
yuga to an end and ushers in a new and sinister age this present kali yuga modern times at the heart of the mahabharata nestles the bhagavad gita the song of god
senayor ubhayor madhye between two teeming armies krishna expounds the eternal dharma to his warrior of light arjuna at one level all the restless action of the
mahabharata is a quest for the gita and its sacred stillness after the carnage it is the gita that survives immortal lotus floating upon the dark waters of
desolation the final secret with its magnificent cast of characters human demonic and divine and its riveting narrative the mahabharata continues to enchant readers
and scholars the world over this new rendering brings the epic to the contemporary reader in sparkling modern prose it brings alive all the excitement magic and
grandeur of the original for our times

Kailash Dwara

2019-12-16

five thousand years ago krishna turned the danavas away from bhuloka closing the doorway of kailash forever burying its secrets in the ruins of dwarka
archaeologist dr vishwanath amidst his research stumbles upon the ancient mystery of kailash prompting tarak to kidnap him and burn down an army camp decades
later vivaant and sukheshni s excursion to mount kailash takes an unprecedented turn after they find out the truth about their fathers can vivaant and sukheshni
keep the secret out of tarak s hands or will evil prevail will vivaant learn the ways of mahavishnu on his quest to save his father will danavas find their way back
to bhuloka after five thousand years

Echoes of History

2015-10-05

echoes of history is a historical narrative that brings to life the former princely states of travancore and cochin the author has revealed the history of the region
through word pictures based on the accounts of people who were directly a part of the events she writes about beautiful old pictures support the narration the
book is both interesting and educative history and fascinating facts are intertwined with anecdotes and legends the book captures an era that the world will never



see again an age when graciousness and courtesy reigned supreme this makes it a stimulating read for all age groups and people from every walk of life the chapters of
the book feature lesser known facets of kerala s history for instance how one man made kerala a global tourist destination or the humble beginnings of india s space
research programme the story of how the jains came to kerala and contributed to its high literacy rate makes for fascinating reading as do the legends surrounding
the famous boat races the book covers diverse topics ranging from banking to a wonderful football academy and even a delightful sailing club that is now housed on
what is possibly india s most expensive piece of real estate the book s objective is to chronicle events and achievements that have largely been forgotten which in a
sense is both an injustice to the people concerned as well as a gap in our recorded history it is written with gentle humour from a perspective of deep affection and
delight in the land and its people it also serves as a well researched historical narrative

Adaptations

2021-08-28

this book invites readers to immerse themselves in the fantastic journey of written text to the screen it is divided into two parts the first of which broadly focuses
on cinematic adaptations based on indian literary texts the second section explores the adaptations of literary works from other countries in the world of indian
cinema the first full length indian feature film raja harishchandra was based on a legend mentioned in indian holy scriptures since then several literary texts have been
filmed and this process has become a popular phenomenon the recent film by vishal bhardwaj haider an adaptation of william shakespeare s hamlet has raised the
expectations of lovers of this symbiotic relationship between literature and film this book engages with issues like fidelity and intertextuality in the works of
tagore satyajit ray khushwant singh vishal bhardwaj rk narayan as well as other authors and directors from india and other parts of the world

Abimanyu: The Warrior Prince

2006

born to arjuna abhimanyu was krishna s favourite nephew and the grandson of indra he was a maharathi at the age of sixteen who was destined to rule hastinapur
the apple of everyone s eye why did fate so cruelly cut short his life why didn t krishna save him why couldn t his legendary warrior father save him abhimanyu is the
story of a young man in his quest for love valour and honour experience his struggles to become a great warrior and join him in his quest to find his father exult as
he finds love in uttara and enjoys life with his family accompany him to the battlefield where his destiny awaits him one of the greatest heroes of the mahabharata the
sixteen year old abhimanyu single handedly brings the kaurava army to the verge of defeat but is ultimately killed in cold blood by treachery this is also the tale of
how an act of adharma seals the fate of the kauravas fast paced and packed with action this retelling based on vyasa s mahabharata and the rich folklore of india
narrates a saga of bravery this is the story of a devoted son a loving husband a father who never saw his son and an emperor whose fate stopped him from wearing
the crown

Textuality and Inter-textuality in the Mahabharata

2006

papers presented at the national seminar on textuality and intertextuality in the mahabharata myth meaning and metamorphosis held at ajmer



Tales From the Mahabharat

2008

it is the story of the aryan race in india some 5 000 years ago and includes an account of the epic war between the pandavas and kauravas two groups descended
from king bharata from whom india takes its name bharata

Vyasa's Mahabharatam

1973-06-01

can leadership lessons be learnt from the mahabharata demystifying leadership positively asserts that we can and probes inquiry in the lives of six characters bhishma
ashvatthama karna shakuni kunti and krishna it studies these characters in inescapable situations as they navigate through life by demonstrating values decision
making ability integrity and principles within the given constraints some of these characters swim and rise while others sink in moral turpitude extrapolating these
successful and not so successful character traits to corporate leaders and linking them to scholarship the authors provide lessons for leaders and managers
operating in diverse situations borrowing from different disciplines such as literature philosophy politics and psychology demystifying leadership proposes to link
essentials of leadership in the form of a leadership triangle comprising six levels positive personality peace with personal identity purpose positive use of power and
politics paradoxical leadership and principled pragmatism it takes a grounded approach in amalgamating mythology and leadership through scholarship and practice

Mahabharata

2021-07-18

the western image of tibet as a sacred land is in many ways a mythical construction but the tibetans themselves have traditionally mapped out their land in terms of
areas of sacred space and pilgrimage ensuring a high degree of mobility within all classes of tibetan society pilgrims travelled to local regional and national centres
throughout recorded tibetan history in recent years pilgrimage has resumed in areas where it had been forbidden by the chinese authorities and has now become one of
the most prominent religious expressions of tibetan national identity in this major new work leading scholars of asian pilgrimage traditions discuss historical and
contemporary aspects of pilgrimage within the tibetan cultural world myths and legends material conditions textual sources a modern pilgrim s impressions political
and economic influences biographies and contemporary developments all these and many other issues are examined here the result is an informative and often
entertaining work which contributes greatly to our knowledge of the history and culture of tibet as well as the wider issues of religious power and practice

Demystifying Leadership

2013-12-16

why should we be good how should we be good and how might we more deeply understand the moral and ethical failings splashed across today s headlines that have
not only destroyed individual lives but caused widespread calamity as well bringing communities nations and indeed the global economy to the brink of collapse in the
difficulty of being good gurcharan das seeks answers to these questions in an unlikely source the 2 000 year old sanskrit epic mahabharata a sprawling witty ironic



and delightful poem the mahabharata is obsessed with the elusive notion of dharma in essence doing the right thing when a hero does something wrong in a greek epic he
wastes little time on self reflection when a hero falters in the mahabharata the action stops and everyone weighs in with a different and often contradictory take
on dharma each major character in the epic embodies a significant moral failing or virtue and their struggles mirror with uncanny precision our own familiar emotions
of anxiety courage despair remorse envy compassion vengefulness and duty das explores the mahabharata from many perspectives and compares the successes and
failures of the poem s characters to those of contemporary individuals many of them highly visible players in the world of economics business and politics in every
case he finds striking parallels that carry lessons for everyone faced with ethical and moral dilemmas in today s complex world written with the flair and seemingly
effortless erudition that have made gurcharan das a bestselling author around the world and enlivened by das s forthright discussion of his own personal search
for a more meaningful life the difficulty of being good shines the light of an ancient poem on the most challenging moral ambiguities of modern life

Pilgrimage in Tibet

2010-10-04

un antica leggenda originaria dell india narra che un tempo tutti gli uomini fossero simili agli dei ma giunsero ad abusare della loro divinit� a tal punto che brahma
decise di toglierla loro e di nasconderla dove mai avrebbero potuto trovarla chiam� a consiglio gli dei minori per decidere dove nascondere la divinit� dell uomo e gli
dei dissero seppelliamola nelle viscere della terra brahma rispose no perch� l uomo scaver� e la trover� allora gli altri risposero affondiamo la divinit� dell uomo
nel profondo degli oceani e brahma disse prima o poi l uomo esplorer� le profondit� di ogni superficie d acqua la trover� e la riporter� a galla brahma dopo aver
riflettuto a lungo disse ecco cosa faremo la nasconderemo profondamente in lui stesso ed � certo che non penser� mai ad andarla a cercare proprio l� la luce di dio
nel mondo illustra come il divino si manifesti in tutte le tradizioni religiose e sapienziali del mondo

The Difficulty of Being Good

2008

delve into the captivating realm of ancient myths with myths shrouded in mystery gods heroes and epics this compelling book unravels the enigmatic narratives of
gods heroes and epic tales from cultures worldwide exploring their enduring influence on literature art and popular culture from the mythical realms of greek and
norse mythology to the heroic epics of ancient civilizations each chapter offers intriguing insights into timeless themes of creation destruction and the human
condition uncover unresolved mysteries trace the archetypal hero s journey and unravel the secrets of mythological creatures in this fascinating exploration of the
myths that continue to captivate and inspire us today

Journal of the Oriental Institute, M.S. University of Barida, Baroda

2018-12-28

a new selection from the national epic of india originally composed in sanskrit sometime between 400 bc and 400 ad the mahabharata with one hundred thousand
stanzas of verse is one of the longest poems in existence at the heart of the saga is a conflict between two branches of a royal family whose feud culminates in a
titanic eighteen day battle exploring such timeless subjects as dharma duty artha purpose and kama pleasure in a mythic world of warfare magic and beauty this is a
magnificent and legendary hindu text of immense importance to the culture of the indian subcontinent publisher s description



La Luce di Dio nel Mondo

2009

introduction a timeless narrative has fascinated centuries with its profound symbolism and moral precepts in the enormous tapestry of hindu mythology where gods
and mortals interact in an intricate dance of destiny it is the story of the devas and asuras an eternal conflict that serves as a profound allegory for existence s
fundamental dichotomies repeating the cosmic fight between light and darkness good and evil in hindu cosmology the devas and asuras celestial entities of enormous
power and intricacy represent conflicting forces while their titles may simply translate to gods and demons the richness of their characterization and the depth of
their responsibilities in hindu philosophy much outweigh such crude classifications understanding the devas and asuras is to dig into the heart of hindu spirituality
where the divine and the human the ethereal and the earthly intersect in a complex tale that has fashioned one of the world s oldest religions moral and ethical fabric
the devas of the divine pantheon the devas often known as gods or celestial creatures live in the heavenly region of svarga they are the personification of virtues
the keepers of cosmic order and the keepers of the virtuous path dharma they control the cosmos and maintain the equilibrium of creation led by the great indra king of
the devas each deva has distinct characteristics and responsibilities that contribute to the cosmic balance the universe is sustained by vishnu the preserver brahma
the creator brings out life and shiva the destroyer clears the way for fresh beginnings in hinduism these devas are respected and their stories explain the holy
characteristics they personify the devas are the forces of light wisdom and goodness their brilliant presence in the sky inspires and guides mortals providing hope in
times of darkness and uncertainty the devas stories teach excellent lessons about morals ethics and the search for higher knowledge asuras shadowy realm in
contrast to the devas the asuras are frequently seen as demons or wicked beings their home is the patala netherworld which is shrouded in darkness and mystery the
asuras led by the ambitious and cunning mahabali are motivated by cravings ego and a constant pursuit of power the asuras stories are full of defiance deceit and
rebellion against the cosmic order figures like ravana hiranyakashipu and vritra exemplify the asura archetype s arrogance and ambition within this complication
however there is a deeper examination of the human condition where the defects and fallacies of the asuras mirror the struggles and temptations experienced by
mortals despite their frequently evil image the asuras have redeeming traits they represent the dark parts of the human psyche urging people to confront their own
inner demons and transcend the constraints of ego and want in this way the asuras reflect humanity s struggle with its own darker inclinations the eternal battle of
the cosmic dichotomy the eternal conflict between these two cosmic powers is at the heart of the devas and asuras story it is a war that spans time and space
symbolizing the ongoing clash between opposing principles that exists within each human and across the universe the devas and asuras are always at odds over
sovereignty power and the very nature of the cosmic order this is a philosophical and spiritual war in which the forces of virtue combat the attraction of material
aspirations and the dangers of unrestrained ambition this dichotomy is a comprehensive investigation of the dualities inherent in reality rather than a simplified
presentation of good versus evil the devas and asuras depict the eternal effort to create balance and harmony in a world full of paradoxes mortals lessons as
enthralling as the stories of devas and asuras are their relevance stretches beyond mythology these stories serve as allegories for human life providing vital
lessons and insights for navigating life s complexity the devas motivate us to practice virtues like compassion wisdom and selflessness they teach us that the route
to enlightenment is to live a dharmic life preserve moral ideals and strive for spiritual growth the asuras on the other hand warn against the dangers of ego desire
and unrestrained ambition they challenge us to confront our inner demons to identify our destructive inclinations and to seek the higher path of self transformation
and self realization we find a mirror reflecting our own problems and goals in this magnificent story of the devas and asuras it reminds us that the war between light
and darkness does not take place only in the celestial regions but also within our own hearts and minds it exhorts us to achieve harmony in the midst of life s duality
and to strive for the heavenly attributes symbolized by the devas in the pages that follow we will travel through the rich tapestry of hindu mythology delving
into the stories symbolism and profound knowledge encompassed in the eternal conflict between the devas and asuras it is a trip that encourages introspection
thought and a greater understanding of the timeless truths that govern human existence this story s summary the epic tale of the devas and asuras unfolds in the
mysterious realm of hindu mythology where gods and mortals mix and cosmic plays influence the fate of the universe this timeless story is a drama of endless
conflict and transformation a story that speaks to the very core of human experience when the universe was just a cosmic womb two unique cosmic energies emerged
the devas and the asuras these strong beings were more than mortal embodying existence s duality the devas symbolized justice virtue and harmony whereas the



asuras represented ambition pride and disorder the devas lived in the heavenly realm of svarga a land of magnificent beauty and divine majesty led by their strong
monarch indra they ruled the universe guaranteeing the harmony and balance of all creation and were revered as protectors and benefactors by mortals the asuras
on the other hand established their dominion in patala s netherworld a region cloaked in shadows and mystery the asuras aspired to challenge the devas supremacy
led by the fearsome mahabali a charismatic and ambitious king driven by their insatiable wants and greed for power when the devas and asuras collaborated on a huge
endeavor the churning of the cosmic ocean their unending war reached a climax their goal was to find the elixir of immortality known as amrita which was concealed
deep within the ocean the churning process however was not without its difficulties as the story progressed a lethal toxin known as halahala erupted from the
depths threatening to swallow all of creation lord shiva the cosmic destroyer ingested the poison in a frantic attempt to preserve the universe staining his neck blue
in the process despite their short cooperation the devas and asuras fundamental hatred could not be overcome mahabali the astute strategist disguised himself as a
poor brahmin and addressed lord vishnu as vamana a dwarf during one of his incarnations mahabali pledged to provide vamana with three steps of land in a selfless
act vamana miraculously grew to include the entire cosmos claiming the earth and sky before asking mahabali where he may place his third foot when mahabali realized
the deception he offered his own skull which pushed him deep into the netherworld because of his humility and dedication lord vishnu granted him permission to visit his
people during the onam festival the devas believed they had achieved perpetual dominion after obtaining amrita but the asuras were tenacious in their pursuit of
immortality they performed rigorous penance practiced formidable austerities and called powerful godly boons ravana and hiranyakashipu for example developed
great power and near invulnerability the cosmic struggle spilled over into the mortal realm from the celestial realms according to the epic mahabharata the
kurukshetra war was fought between the pandavas who were supported by the devas and the kauravas who were supported by the asuras lord krishna an avatar of
lord vishnu was crucial in leading the pandavas to victory and restoring balance and justice the devas and asuras continued their unending conflict as the ages
passed their fates linked in a cosmic dance of creation and destruction they guided mortals down the road of dharma righteousness acting as catalysts for the
evolution of the universe and its souls some asuras such as shukracharya eventually saw the destructive nature of their goals and pursued a path of peace they
began teaching fellow asuras wisdom compassion and self realization developing a faction that turned away from harmful ways this transition was not lost on the
devas who watched the changes with cautious optimism the devas saw that a universe in which all beings strived for spiritual development and harmony would be
more stable and pleasant when the cosmic energies of the devas and asuras converged as the universe grew and contracted it was a moment of immense significance
both sides went on a quest to understand their existence aided by sages and enlightened beings they experimented with meditation introspection and self realization
realizing the interconnection of all beings and the underlying duality that exists within every soul the devas and asuras joined together in a vast assembly in a
moment of profound revelation establishing a truce that transcended their endless hostility they vowed to work together to keep the universe in balance realizing
that unity and understanding were the ultimate paths to enlightenment this merger signaled the beginning of a new era in which the devas and asuras ceased to be
antagonistic forces and became co creators of a harmonious universe they combined their knowledge and strength to guide humanity toward righteousness knowledge
and spiritual progress the cosmos thrived in a condition of balance and harmony because the devas and asuras were unified in purpose mortals inspired by the newfound
harmony of the angelic realms adopted the virtues of compassion love and wisdom the devas and asuras continued to inspire mortals through stories myths and
teachings as cosmic teachers rather than antagonistic factions they led humanity to see that the eternal conflict between light and darkness existed not just on the
outside but also within the human soul the devas and asuras taught the universe in the great finale that the route to enlightenment lay not in the annihilation of
conflicting forces but in their integration and transcendence they revealed that existence was a great tapestry woven of light and darkness good and evil and that
the cosmic dance would continue indefinitely calling all beings to join the quest for unification and enlightenment as a result this epic story which began with war
and hatred evolved into one of redemption forgiveness and the eternal search for cosmic harmony it is a timeless reminder that even the most profound schisms can be
bridged through understanding compassion and acknowledgement of our connected cosmic history the story concludes with profound insights into the essence of
existence the value of unity and the unending quest for enlightenment a heavenly drama is unfolding in the endless vastness of the cosmos where the lines between gods
and mortals blur this is the story of the devas and asuras the eons long struggle between light and darkness good and evil that has formed the fate of the cosmos
the devas and asuras are the main characters in this cosmic play their roles representing the fundamental duality that defines existence it is a drama that transcends
time and location because it is a story that is woven into the very fabric of hindu mythology philosophy and spirituality the devas represent the luminous energies of
righteousness virtue and heavenly harmony in this timeless epic residing in the brilliant region of svarga they are celestial beings of radiant beauty and limitless
compassion cosmic order keepers and guides to the path of dharma the virtuous path the asuras who came from the gloomy depths of patala represent ambition pride



and the instability that exists within the human psyche they are driven by insatiable cravings always challenging the authority of the devas and testing the bounds
of cosmic balance this eternal tug of war between these two opposing forces serves as a profound allegory for the universal battle between light and evil a topic
that resonates with human experience throughout nations and civilizations it is a story that invites us to contemplate the nature of good and evil to go into the
depths of our own souls and to seek the elusive balance that reconciles these opposing sides of our life we begin on a trip that transcends myth and enters the world
of spiritual contemplation as we dig into the epic storylines teachings and symbols associated with the devas and asuras it is a trip that continues to shape millions
of people s collective consciousness providing significant insights into the intricate fabric of life death and reincarnation that defines the cosmic order the stories of
these celestial beings serve as mirrors to our own struggles and aspirations from the churning of the cosmic ocean to the benevolent direction of devas like vishnu
brahma and shiva to the crafty schemes of asuras like mahabali and ravana they remind us that the conflict between light and darkness is not limited to the worlds
of gods and demons but is a universal theme that manifests itself within each of us this story has survived millennia because it addresses timeless issues that have
preoccupied human minds since the start of civilization what is the nature of good and evil how do we achieve equilibrium in the face of chaos can virtue s light win
over the shadows of temptation and desire the devas and asuras provide deep insights into these questions asking us to go into the depths of our own moral compass
and spiritual path we develop a deeper understanding for hindu philosophy and the rich tapestry of indian mythology as we navigate the heavenly battles cosmic
machinations and moral quandaries that enrich the stories of these divine beings

Rajasthan, Delhi e Agra

1927

on the philosophy of bhagavadgita hindu classic english translation of gitagambhirya and gitadarpana two kannada works

Myths Shrouded in Mystery

2009-07-28

george anastaplo has written brilliantly and persuasively about ancient and modern western political philosophy and literature and about american constitutional
history and law with his latest book anastaplo turns away from his areas of admitted expertise to offer in his own words the explorations of a determined amateur
with some practice in reading the essays contained in this volume were originally conceived as a set of seminars each culminating in a public lecture which in turn
formed the basis for contributions to encyclopedia brittanica s 1961 1998 series the great ideas today gathered in this one volume but not philosophy provides
useful and thought provoking introductions to seven major schools of non western thought mesopotamian ancient african hindu confucian buddhist islamic and north
american indian anastaplo studies ancient literary epics and legal codes and examines religious traditions and systems of thought providing detailed references to
authoritative histories and commentators movingly and thoughtfully written the essays encourage readers to bring their own western traditions under similar
scrutiny to study our own grasp of the divine reliance upon nature and causality and dependence on philosophy to learn about what we are from what we are not

Mahabharata

2023-09-25

there are two ways of looking at performance the commonsensical and the classical while the former is more prevalent it s the latter that provides the cutting edge



to extraordinary performance buddha represents such classicism and is a metaphor for superlative performance in this refreshing look at the buddha as a ceo what
one encounters is an extraordinary intellectual journey traversing the landscape of the esoteric within the realm of business and enterprise an eclectic intellectual
output the work explores an interconnected web of knowledge in case studies and intensely reflective personal anecdotes a volatile age demands highest entropic
knowledge and buddha the ceo promises that without being simplistic or condescending

The Mahabharata

1993

the indian subcontinent was the scene of dramatic upheavals a few thousand years ago the northwest region entered an arid phase and erosion coupled with tectonic
events played havoc with river courses one of them disappeared celebrated as sarasvati in the rig veda and the mahabharata this river was rediscovered in the early
nineteenth century through topographic explorations by british officials recently geological and climatological studies have probed its evolution and disappearance
while satellite imagery has traced the river s buried courses and isotope analyses have dated ancient waters still stored under the thar desert in the same
northwest the subcontinent s first urban society the indus civilization flourished and declined but it was not watered by the indus alone since aurel stein s expedition
in the 1940s hundreds of harappan sites have been identified in the now dry sarasvati s basin the rich harappan legacy in technologies arts and culture sowed the
seeds of indian civilization as we know it now drawing from recent research in a wide range of disciplines this book discusses differing viewpoints and proposes a
harmonious synthesis a fascinating tale of exploration that brings to life the vital role the lost river of the indian desert played before its waters gurgled to a
stop

The Eternal War: Devas vs. Asuras

2002

in this ambitious successor to the great derangement acclaimed writer amitav ghosh finds the origins of our contemporary climate crisis in western colonialism s
violent exploitation of human life and the natural environment a powerful work of history essay testimony and polemic amitav ghosh s new book traces our
contemporary planetary crisis back to the discovery of the new world and the sea route to the indian ocean the nutmeg s curse argues that the dynamics of climate
change today are rooted in a centuries old geopolitical order constructed by western colonialism at the center of ghosh s narrative is the now ubiquitous spice
nutmeg the history of the nutmeg is one of conquest and exploitation of both human life and the natural environment in ghosh s hands the story of the nutmeg becomes
a parable for our environmental crisis revealing the ways human history has always been entangled with earthly materials such as spices tea sugarcane opium and
fossil fuels our crisis he shows is ultimately the result of a mechanistic view of the earth where nature exists only as a resource for humans to use for our own
ends rather than a force of its own full of agency and meaning writing against the backdrop of the global pandemic and the black lives matter protests ghosh frames
these historical stories in a way that connects our shared colonial histories with the deep inequality we see around us today by interweaving discussions on
everything from the global history of the oil trade to the migrant crisis and the animist spirituality of indigenous communities around the world the nutmeg s curse
offers a sharp critique of western society and speaks to the profoundly remarkable ways in which human history is shaped by non human forces

The Quest for Wisdom, Thoughts on the Bhagawadgita

2021-03-26



this volume explores current images of afterlife afterdeath and the presence of the dead in the imaginations of the living in indian and european traditions specifically
it focuses on the deepest and most fundamental uncertainty of human existence the awareness of human mortality on which depends any assignment of meaning to
earthly existence as also to notions of worldly and otherworldly salvation this central idea is addressed in the literature arts audiovisual media and other
cultural artefacts of the two traditions the chapters are based on two main assumptions first that one cannot report on the direct experience of death so it is
only possible to speak allegorically of it second in contemporary western societies marked by structural atheism people look at literature the arts and mass media
to study their depiction and reading of traditionally religious questions of disease death and the beyond this is in contrast to asian civilizations whose
preoccupation with death and beyond is persistent and perhaps central to the civilizations highest thought the chapters cover a wide spectrum of disciplinary
approaches from psychoanalysis to religious anthropological literary and film studies from sociology and philosophy to art history and address issues of
unsettling power comforting illusions of afterlife the relations between afterlife and fertility visions of technological immortalization of mankind the problem of
thinking about death after the death of god socialist utopias of bodily immortality fear of hell and punishment different concepts in relating the living and the dead
near death experiences and cultural practices of spiritualism occultism and suicide

But Not Philosophy

2008

mahabharat is just not the story to read its a life to be learnt by all following the path of truth and morality

Buddha, The CEO

2010

many artists share the conviction that the theater is a collaborative multicultural art that stands as a heartbeat of the community trying to find relevant
answers to the fundamental questions of our existence offering a variety of perspectives meetings with remarkable wo men focuses on the work of a handful of
extraordinary theater artists and innovators it gives priority not to interpretations of their work but rather to their words and voice to their views and ideas in
so doing it addresses various issues ranging from arts and politics to history philosophy culture identity and memory in an immediate simple conversational way it
explores the development of the most influential models and movements in theater and performance in the last fifty years most importantly it underlines the notion
that it is the quest for our humanity and our human condition that matters the most in creating art

Journal of the Oriental Institute

2022-09-07

peter brook is known internationally as a theatre visionary and a daring experimenter on the cutting edge of performance and production this book concentrates on
brook s early years and his innovative achievements in opera television film and the theatre his productions are viewed separately in chronological order suggesting
brook s developing and changing interests the authors include thought provoking interviews with brook and with numerous outstanding artists who have worked
with him and bring to the reader penetrating critiques of brook s theories and practices as a man of the theatre



The Lost River

2018-03-27

nepal is the land of nature culture and adventure we have the widest range of tourism products which are incomparable to any destinations in the entire world nepal
is famous all over the world for its natural wonders towering himalayan peaks verdant hills which shelters some of the world s endangered flora and fauna gushing
rivers and serene mountain lakes as well as mesmerizing world heritage sites nepal is often known as the biggest natural museum in the world indeed it is a treasure
trove and trekking is the best way to explore the natural beauty of nepal therefore nepal has been the dreamland for trekkers mountaineers and nature lover for a
long time she invites welcomes charms and bewilders the visitors those who have already visited nepal cherish and desire for the second visit and those who have
heard or read about the himalayan kingdom make plan to visit the country nepal is so natural and insatiable and visiting our country once is not enough because this
is the land of eternal fascination abode of gods the pristine nature smiling people culture our treasure the land of buddha and the everest beautiful country of
tantalizing taste truthfulness in every holy shrine mountains and monuments are mine undulating landscape heaven on earth thanks almighty god who gave birth

The Nutmeg's Curse

2003

Imaginations of Death and the Beyond in India and Europe

1952

Indian Books in Print

2021-11-25

The Quest After Perfection

2017-02-24

MAHABHARAT

2012-11-12



Meetings with Remarkable Wo/Men

2015-02-19

Peter Brook: Oxford to Orghast

Travel and Tourism of Nepal
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